I want to publish my article open access. I know that in many cases there are costs associated with this.

What funds are available to cover these, and how do I find out about them?

1. Check for existing obligations you may have.
   - For a funding body for your research: NWO (Netherlands), Horizon2020 (EU Commission)
   - OpenAIRE fact sheet
   - NWO policies

2. Check for existing national agreements with publishers.
   - There are 8,000 journals with an open access discount. In many cases this discount is 100%.
   - See for all deals: Openaccess.nl / publisher-deals
   - See for all Journal titles plus link to Journal Browser: TUdelft.nl / journal browser

3. Check existing agreements between TU Delft and open access publishers.
   - TU Delft open-access publishing

4. Check the conditions of the TU Delft Open Access Fund.
   - Open Access Fund TU Delft

5. If none of the above forms of funding apply.
   - Deposit your final author’s version to TU Delft Repository (via Pure)
   - This has been the TU Delft open access policy since May 2016.
   - Repository upload instructions